All the Web - Without the Risk

Authentic8’s mission is to enable anyone, anywhere, on any device, to experience the web without risk. We designed the Silo Isolation Platform with a “trust nothing” stance towards the underlying systems and resources we interact with online.

Today, the world’s most at-risk organizations rely on Silo to deliver trust where it otherwise cannot be guaranteed. With Silo, users are secure, while administrators ensure compliance regardless of device, network or location.

Silo Web Isolation Platform

Built on a philosophy of “trust nothing,” Silo separates the things you care about, like apps, data and devices, from the things you cannot trust, like external websites, external users and unmanaged devices.

Silo executes all web code in a secure, isolated, cloud-hosted environment that is managed by policy, to provide protection and oversight. Organizations worldwide use the Silo Web Isolation Platform to:

- Secure data from leaking to compromised endpoints
- Shield web apps from attacks or unauthorized access
- Protect end-user devices from malicious web code
- Deliver true privacy to confound online tracking

Use the Silo Web Isolation Platform to maintain data security and respect the privacy of your users. Our compliance:

- FedRamp In Progress
- HIPAA
- PII
- PCI
- GDPR
- CCPA
- SOC 2
Silo for Safe Access
Put IT back in control of the web

Silo for Safe Access is a web browsing solution that provides secure access to untrusted web content — from anywhere, on any device — without introducing risk to corporate infrastructure.

Embed security, identity and data policies directly into the browser, giving IT complete control over how the web is used by internal users and how web apps may be used by external users.

- Sandbox unknown URLs
- Segregate personal browsing
- Isolate workspace on unmanaged devices

Silo for Research
Secure and anonymous online investigations

Conduct investigations on the open, deep or dark web safely and efficiently with Silo for Research (Toolbox). Silo gives users an on-demand, highly secure and anonymous environment to conduct research, collect evidence and analyze data.

Teams accomplish their goals without introducing risk to the organization. All analyst activity is logged and encrypted so compliance teams can be sure the tools are being used appropriately.

- Criminal investigations
- Financial fraud research
- Cyber threat intelligence
- OSINT collection